CUSTOMER SUCCESS
CAT® ADVANSYS™ GET

Armensul Mineração is a sand and gravel mining company that works in association with 24 other companies in an extraction project in South Brazil.

THE CHALLENGE

• Armensul Mineração has experienced many issues with ground engaging tools (GET) retention in the past. This issue led to unscheduled machine downtime due to tips falling off during the excavation and loading operation.

THE SOLUTION

• Wear parts specialist Bruno Garcia and the product support team from PESA Cat have introduced Cat® Advansys™ as a new GET retention system to Armensul Mineração to demonstrate the reliability of this system.

THE CUSTOMER RESULTS

Product Performance
Paulo Jr., owner of Armensul Mineração has reported after his experience with Cat Advansys: “I really liked this new Cat GET system. The material that we work in is very abrasive, it is sand and rocks. I’m very satisfied in seeing that the tips are lasting longer, from 90 SMU to 360 SMU. This represents less machine downtime and more productivity.”

Productivity Savings
Paulo Jr. continues, “And the main thing is that the tips do not fall off. My operator is very satisfied, because it is easier, faster, and safer.”